
Under Grad 
A card game based on student life 
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Introduction 

Being a university student can be difficult especially when things in life can get in the way of 

study. Things that as a student you can control (such as watching TV instead of study) and 

things you can’t (such as a beloved pet passes away). I wanted to keep this idea and put it into 

the game in a way that would represent student life. I did this by creating an attack strategy 

card game where the negative effect cards (skip, lose a turn, reverse etc) would have a 

description of what happened and then the action, for example ‘You slept in and missed your 

tutorial. Lose a turn’. To balance this out, positive effect cards (add an extra turn, cancel, add 

one/two) are also included to show the things that help students study and get their 

assignments done on time, such as ‘Found a computer at the Uni library. Add one 

assignment’. Continuing from this, the lasting aspect of the game involves these ‘assignment’ 

cards. Assignments have different percentages that each player needs to collect in order to 

reach 100%. The first player to 100 finishes their assignment on time and wins the game. 
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Concept 

I came up with the idea for this game by playing three different tabletop games. It started 

with Camel Up, I liked the racing suspense and the unpredictability of the game. I originally 

had the idea to have a board game mixed in with cards like Camel Up but over a ’14 week’ 

term and each card helped you get closer to the end of the term. But this made things 

complicated so I continued the idea with just cards but hoping to keep the unpredictability 

aspect. I was then introduced to Exploding Kittens, a fun, fast game that was simple to 

remember. I liked this about the game, the suspense of picking up a bomb was brilliant and 

the mechanics were simplistic it made an easy game for any level of gamer. I wanted to keep 

this somehow. I then remembered I had an old game called Grass, and from this you act as a 

drug dealer trying to sell your marijuana and build your money. From here I really only took 

the table card mechanic where the cards have points (act as dollars in game) and also a stop/

start card where you can only build money if your ‘market’ is open. This is what gave me the 

idea of the percentages for assignments and also the procrastination and motivation cards. 

As I was trying to put these mechanics together, I revisited Grass to play with some friends 

and realised I really didn't like having the dollar amounts as points as I had to count them 

constantly. So I changed the assignment idea and took out the percentage idea. I wanted to 

simplify the game to make it faster and easier to play. I then made the assignments one unit 

each and made the first to ten assignments wins the game. This made it easier to count and 

easier to enjoy the cards in your hand. 
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Game Rules 

Set Up 

There are five different cards in this game; Procrastination, Motivation, Assignments, 

Positive and Negative effect cards. These cards will be explained in further detail later. 

Before you start dealing, separate and group these cards by their respective name. Keep aside 

the Assignment deck of cards, the Procrastination cards and the Motivation cards. As for the 

left over cards, Positive and Negative, shuffle these cards and deal 5 to each player in a 4 

player setting. Once dealt, add in the Procrastination and Motivation cards into the deck and 

shuffle once more. Place the deck in the middle of the table. This is now called the draw pile. 

Lastly, grab the Assignment deck and put it to the right of the draw pile, leaving a space in 

between. The gap in the middle will soon be the discard/play pile. 
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How To Start 

After the cards have been distributed, the youngest player starts first by placing a card in the 

gap, making this the Discard/Play Pile. If the player cannot go with the cards in their hand, 

they may choose a card to simply discard. The card affects the player to the left always unless 

a Reverse Card is in play or other specific cards. There must always be five cards in each 

hand unless a Procrastination Card is drawn. More on these cards below. 

This game has a slight twist. Once the Draw Pile runs out of cards, shuffle the Discard/Play 

Pile thoroughly. This is now the Draw Pile. Now players will pick up everything from before 

including Assignment Cards and this makes for a much faster second round. Continue this if 

players find themselves needing more cards for a third time or more. The first player to ten 

Assignment Cards wins the game. 

Procrastination Cards 

Procrastination cards are mixed in the deck and pulled at random. These cards are a hybrid of 

the stop cards in Grass and the bomb cards in Exploding Kittens. When you pull a 

Procrastination Card you have to immediately put it down on the table in front of you. As you 

should only have five cards in your hand at all times, you are now only able to have four 

cards as the Procrastination Card takes a space in your hand. If you pick up a second 

procrastination card, the same rule applies but now you can only have three cards in your 

hand. If you pick up a third procrastination card, you discard all three into the Discard/Play 

Pile, skip your turn and lose an assignment if you have collected any. This concept comes 

from the idea that while you’re procrastinating, you’re not doing any work and therefore a 

lesser hand and/or a skipped turn. The only way to eliminate Procrastination Cards is to get a 

Motivation Card. Motivation Cards are also picked at random in the deck and are played 

immediately if you have a Procrastination Card in play. You are able to keep them in your 

hand if you don’t currently have a Procrastination Card but must play from your hand 
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immediately if a Procrastination Card is pulled from the deck. If you pick a Motivation Card 

during your turn, and you happen to make three Motivation Cards in your hand, you may 

trade these three cards for an Assignment Card during your next turn. 

Exceptions to the person on your left 

Normally player turns are clockwise and any effect is placed onto the person on the left. This 

can change with the obvious Reverse Card, where player turns are now anti-clockwise. 

However, there are other cards that also make an exception to this rule.  

           Steal an Assignment 

 When a Steal an Assignment is in play, the player who placed this card on the  

 Discard/Play Pile may choose any eligible player that has collected an assignment and 

 steal their card off them.  

 Trade Hands to Equal Amount 

 When placing this card, a player may choose any other player to trade hands  

 with. Because some players may have Procrastinate Cards and have a more or lesser 

 value than the player who wants to trade, trading cards to an equal value for each  

 player must be considered. If the player who dealt the Trade Hands to Equal Amount 

 card has two Procrastinate cards (and therefore only three cards in their hand) but 

 chooses someone who has a whole hand (five cards), the player with lesser must give 

 their three cards to the other player. The player with their five cards can then choose 

 which three from their hand to give to the player wishing to trade. This is also done if 

 a player only has one Procrastinate Card. 

 Cancel Cards 
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 Any Cancel Cards can be played as soon as someone puts the opposing card  

 down against you. For example, if a player puts down a Can’t Pick Up An   

 Assignment Until Next Turn card, the player it affects can immediately place a  

 Cancel Can’t Pick Up An Assignment Until Next Turn card without it counting  

 towards their next turn.  

Cards and their effects 

Because the idea behind this game is how things in life affect university students and in 

general how the average student has a difficult time balancing study with other 

responsibilities and life expectations, each Positive and Negative card has a description. 

Positive and Negative cards are not bad or good cards, but rather their effects are negative or 

positive. Here are some examples: 

 Negative Effect Cards: 

‣ Drink night with the lads. Take away one assignment. 

‣ New episode of The Bachelor. Skip a turn. 

‣ Work called. They want you in today and tomorrow. Take away two assignments. 

‣ Find out your 3000 word essay is due tomorrow. Can’t pick up an assignment until 

the next turn. 

‣ You slept in and missed your tutorial. Lose a turn. 

 Positive Effect Cards: 

‣ Pulled off an ill-prepared class presentation. Steal an assignment off someone. 

‣ Found a computer at the Uni library. Add one assignment. 

‣ Found a perfect source. Add 2 assignments. 

‣  Got accepted for an internship. Add an extra turn. 

‣  Free counselling services. Mental health is back on track. Cancel a ‘can’t pick up 

assignment’ card. 
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 Skip A Turn vs Lose A Turn 

 The main difference between Skip A Turn and Lose A Turn is that skips can be  

 cancelled by other players, whereas Lose A Turn cannot be cancelled. Skip A Turn is 

 usually something a student chooses to do and has the chance not to. Taking the  

 examples from above, the new episode of the Bachelor is airing; skip a turn. This is 

 something that can be stopped. But if you slept in and missed your tutorial, you lose a 

 turn because only Doc and Marty McFly can go back in time. 

 Chain Breaker 

 This rule is optional depending if players want to include the chain breaker. The  

 Chain Breaker Card can be used after a chain has happened. Let’s say one player puts 

 down a Take Away Two Assignments, and the player after them put down another  

 Take Away Two Assignments, leaving one player having to take away four   

 assignments. This Chain Breaker Card can stop the player having to take away four 

 assignments and thus breaking the chain. Wish they had this in Uno. 
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Table Layout 
 

This is the game, Grass, from a birds eye view of the table and my inspiration for 

UnderGrad. 

 

This is how UnderGrad should look from a birds eye view of the table. 
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Artwork Concepts 
Here are just a couple of ideas I had for the cards. For the backing of the cards, there 

will be the title of the game. I had an idea to have an exception for the Assignment Cards to 

make things easier when separating them during set up but this may make things difficult for 

any cheaters out there knowing there is an assignment card to pick up next in the second 

round phase. 

This is the back of the card decks so far. I wanted something simple 

that also represents education. Here I made a black board with chalk 

writing and chalk drawing of a graduation cap. 
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For the assignments, I wanted to add some 

humour to them instead of leaving them blank. So 

I had an idea just to add some comic drawings as 

if it were a student doodling on some paper.

With the Procrastination Cards, I really wanted it to be a solitary 

colour with some graphic work. I like having some humour 

through the cards and will keep this as a minor theme throughout. 

I’m unsure if I will keep this actual graphic but I’m leaning 

towards something like this.


